
“The scientific process is enhanced by managing and sharing research data. Good research data management 
practice allows reliable verification of results and permits new and innovative research built on existing 
information ... most Research Councils now have policies in place which encourage or mandate the creation 
of a research data management plan ...  many leading journals require underlying datasets also to be 
published or made accessible as part of the essential evidence base of a scholarly article.”     
                   JISC - Managing Research Data

Electronic Lab Notes
At the heart of the RDME system is the Electronic Lab Notes (ELN) system. Each 
researcher maintains their own book and shares this with their lab manager, PI 
or supervisor. These structured lab notes create a journal of work similar to a 
traditional paper based lab book. This journal represents the context in which 
research data is generated, and hence can provide a powerful index to such data.

With ELN at its centre, Certus’ RDME platform includes a range of linked support 
modules including:

Materials Manager•	 Universal Search•	

Lineage Manager•	 OME Integration•	

Research Maps•	

ELNs are structured according to Enquiries and Experiments. This structure provides 
a data integration framework for ELNs that links to the Research Mapping system 
and	is	reflected	in	the	OMERO	image	repository	structure.

Research Data Management 
Environment

Data Linked Electronic Lab Notes

Research Maps
Research maps (RMAPs) are a valuable tool for the individual and the 
laboratory team. An RMAP is a form of concept map constrained to use 
a	fixed	set	of	simple	concepts	about	research.	RMAPs	visually	describe	
research processes and help maintain an overview of research activity 
and its progress.

RMAPs track both the rationale behind laboratory work, through the 
line of enquiry, and the work in the laboratory, through materials and 
experiments. The RMAP system is web based, allowing maps to be 
readily shared with other users. Concepts in a research map can be 
linked to Electronic Lab Notes to create a visual index to laboratory 
records and data. 

The RDME is a web based system that centralises data storage, and enables 
collaboration and data retrieval. The RDME is about preserving the value generated 
by research activity.
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Universal Search
The Universal Search covers all aspects of Lab Notes, Materials, 
Research Maps, Citations and Protocols etc. This powerful search tool 
indexes the entire systems to help retrieve information in a simple and 
intuitive manner.

 Universal Search covers all the RDME systems to which a user has 
access, making it a powerful tool for researcher and PI alike. It includes 
both text and facet based searches. It highlights the results and 
indicates the results’ sources. Universal Search also indexes materials 
linked to a lab book. For example, it indexes the abstracts of papers 
cited.

OME Integration
The Open Microscopy Environment (OME) is a set 
of open source software tools that support data 
management for biological light microscopy. The OME 
is developed as a joint project between laboratories at 
the Dundee, NIA Baltimore, Harvard Medical School 
and LOCI and is widely used in labs around the world.

A	key	element	of	the	OME	project	is	Bio-Formats.	
This is a software library for reading and writing 
image	data.	Bio-Formats	is	important	to	the	ELN	
project	as	is	reads	over	90	proprietary	file	formats	
used by manufacturers of imaging equipment. This 
library therefore enables the integration of common 
equipment into the RDME.

The OME includes an image management system, 
OMERO,	that	interacts	with	files	from	imaging	
equipment	using	Bio-Formats	and	stores	images	in	
a central repository. Using OMERO tools, images 
can be viewed, organised, analysed and embedded 
in lab notes. This system allows the maintenance 
of	the	original	raw	files	from	imaging	equipment	
and processes these to representative images to be 
embedded into ELN.

Delivery and Service
The RDME is an ongoing development driven by its users. Following a Continuous Delivery approach, Certus is developing new RDME features, 
functions and modules on an ongoing basis. The RDME can be delivered securely via the internet or deployed to a local data centre. Certus takes 
care of maintenance and monitoring, and provides technical support.

In addition to providing the RDME, Certus offers consulting and training services. Certus will partner with a research organisation to maximise 
RDME	use	and	to	drive	the	efficiencies	enabled	by	the	system.

Protocols, Citations, File Attachments and Images
The ELN system includes a range of functions in support of research management. Protocols can be created, shared and referenced in lab 
notes. These are version controlled to allow evolution and proper referencing. File attachments can be stored against lab notes. These might 
be	images,	but	equally	can	be	spreadsheets,	data	files	or	any	other	record	that	is	to	be	preserved.	The	ELN	allows	citations	within	notes.	These	
automated citations only require a PMID or OID to automatically result in an expanded footnote and a bibliography. Furthermore, abstracts of 
cited literature are retrieved and included in the ELN search facility. 
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